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Color has meaning in
different nationality
Color theory had not been
thought of much before the
1435 and appeared in an
article written by Battista
Alerti and the notebooks
of Leonardo da Vinci in 1490. Even at such an
early stage in the development of Color and how
it affects people, further studies didn’t start till
Isaac Newton’s theory of color was produced
in 1704 which lead to the development of and
independent artistic tradition.
Sir Isaac Newton was the first to
make the color wheel in 1666 which at first
had included the primary colors, and then
the hues were added into the cart by mixing
the primary color to get the secondary
color.
Not many people in those times
has given much thought to designing
with influence, packages were designed
merely to keep product safe during
transpor tation and color theory was
never applied or thought of to enable
better sales.
The first and perhaps most
important thing to understand about
the meaning of color is that there is no
substantive evidence that support a
universal system of color meaning. It’s
not that color themselves have specific
meaning, but rather that we have
culturally assigned meaning to them.
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Let’s take some color and
analyze it and see not only what the
theory of color can convey to different
people, let take a look at the color of red.
According to Creative public, it states
that the color means aggressive, war,
energy, danger, and strong. The people
of Japan sees red as a symbol of life and
vitality and if paired up with white, it can
mean celebration and happiness. If red
is to be paired with black, it can portray
sexuality. In Mexico, red is thought of
by some to have protective capabilities
against illness and provide unity. In
Britain, scarlet red signify royalty. In
China red is viewed as the sun, the
phoenix, fire, summer, the south, joy,
good fortune and happiness.
Yellow tends to have the
meaning of caution, spring and
brightness here in America but in china
the color yellow symbolizes the ear th
and was emblematic of the ying principle
and has the belief that “if clouds are
yellow prosperity will follow.” Yellow in
Britain has the meaning of joy and honor
and also has the meaning of jealousy
and fading love.
But black has a universal
meaning of death and night that is known
by the Britain, Incas, Japanese and
Chinese and it is only here in American
that we sometimes associate black as
dramatic, classy, power, and serious.

And to think red hear t in
America signify love and romance, but in
japan that tag is dedicated to the color
in which we associate with fall har vest
and pumpkins, orange. Orange also has
the meaning of warmth, excitement, and
healthy food to some Americans.

something that is pleasing to the eye.
It engages the viewer and it create an
inner sense of order, a balance in the
visual experience When something is not
harmonious, it either boring or chaotic.
At one extreme is a visual experience
that is so bland that the viewer is not
engaged. The human brain will reject under
stimulation information.

When you are designing, there
are these factors to put into account.
You must know who your audience
One other way to create harmony
is. Are you designing for American,
with color is to choose analogous or triad
Hispanic, Chinese, or Japanese? Sex
colors. Analogous colors are any three
play into the
factor also when
I found I could say things with color and
designing a color
shapes that I couldn’t say any other way-for a package. Font
has to be considered things I had no words for.
also, such thing as
Georgia O’Keeffe
red font on a blue
background will
make it very hard
for potential buyers from reading the
colors that are side by side on the color
labeling. You wouldn’t design a men’s
wheel.
cologne with a pink bottle and all the
bling diamonds on it. When things aren’t
It is also important to keep
designed properly, it may sit on the
packages aligned to the every changing
shelves for a long time.
color trends. Most companies need to keep
updated on package and label designs;
You can create harmony in your design
otherwise their products look old and out
by considering color harmony. Harmony
dated. Improper usage of color in different
can be defined as a pleasing arrangement
country will also cause one’s product to not
of parts, whether it be music, poetry, or
sell. It is the designer’s job to keep up to date
color. In visual experience, harmony is
and informed to prevent such things from
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happening. You also need to keep in mind
that the normal life spans of a product on the
shelves are two weeks.
Attractive bright colored
packaging will attract customers. Some
example good packages design with
vibrant colors to attract customers
are Lays, McDonalds, Resse’s. Lay’s
bright yellow colored bags with there
vibrate logo of red and sunny yellow;
McDonald’s red and yellow containers;
Reese’s vibrant orange package and
yellow lettering with the chocolate on
the package. Color plays a big par t of in
what we buy and consumes, pizza for
one thing is brightly color naturally with
red tomato sauce, green pepper, and
that delicious cheesiest white toppings.
Lasagna is another American favorite
with the color of red and yellow.

